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In-text citation

Single reference
Footnote designator: Superscript number

Series of references
Footnote designator: Superscript number

Range of references
Footnote designator: Superscript number

Placement of footnote number
1. After the punctuation end period, comma, colon, semicolon
2. After quotation mark
3. Before the punctuation dash

Citation order
Sequential

Reference type

Issue number
Mandatory

Author initials
Expanded, Initial allowed if given in manuscript

Reference list label/order
Alphabetical order

DOIs must be provided wherever available. If no DOI is available for a journal or magazine article, the URL and access date must be included, e.g.:

For all documents on the web that do not have a DOI a URL and access date must be provided.
Short URLs (e.g., URLs with bit.ly, tinyurl, shortURL etc.) are not acceptable and the full URL must be provided.

Punctuation b/w journal title and volume

Journal

Journal with supplement/article number
et al. usage
If more than 10 authors only first 7 listed + et al.


Epub ahead of print (DOI)

Journal – in press/forthcoming

Book/monograph

Book with edition

Edited book

Edited book with chapter title (and editors)

Book series

Proceedings/Conferences

Electronic publications with DOI


Electronic publications without DOI


[For all documents on the web that do not have a DOI, a URL and access date must be provided.]

Thesis/Dissertation


Report


Patent


Standards


Multiple articles by the same author in one year

[alphabetized by title]


Multiple articles by the same author in different years

[chronologically from old to new]


Websites


Web documents

Database

Cited film works


Social Media Sites


Translations

Special Issues

Translated titles

Corporate publication